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THE

ANTI

INDEX AND CERTAIN STABILITY OF MINIMAL

INVARIANT SUBMANIFOLDS IN SASAKIAN AND

KAHLER MANIFOLDS

By

Kazuyuki Hasegawa

Abstract. The Index forms of minimal anti invariant submanifolds

in Sasakian and Kahler manifolds are obtained. We give lower

bounds for the index of these submanifolds in terms of theirintrinsic

quantities. Certain stability of the minimal submanifolds is also

considered, which is related to eigenspaces of the Laplacian.

0. Introduction

Recently, in [4], Itoh obtains several properties for minimal Legendrian

surfaces in five dimensional Sasakian manifolds. In his paper, the index form for

a minimal Legendrian surface is obtained, and a lower bound of the index in

terms of the genus of the surface is given. On the other hands, for a minimal

Lagrangian submanifold in a Kahler manifold, the index form are obtained in [3]

and [6].A lower bound of the index in terms of the firstBetti number is given in

[3], which is credited to Chen, Loung and Nagano, 1980. In [6],for a minimal

Lagrangian submanifold in a Kahler manifold, the notion of the hamiltonian

stabilityis defined and studied. From [5] and [6],the real projective space and the

Clifford torus in the complex projective space, which are minimal Lagrangian, are

unstable in the usual sense but hamiltonian stable. The main purpose of this

paper is to give lower bounds for the index of anti invariant (not necessarily

Legendrian or Lagrangian) minimal submanifolds in Sasakian and Kahler

manifolds in terms of intrinsic quantities of those submanifolds, and to study

certain stabilityof the minimal submanifolds, which is related to eigenspaces of

the Laplacian.
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We obtain the index forms of minimal anti invariant submanifolds in

Sasakian and Kahler manifolds. Using these,lower bounds of the index of these

submanifolds in terms of the firstBetti number, the index and the nullity of the

identity map of the submanifold are given. We define and study /-partialstability

for an anti invariant submanifold, which is a generalization of the hamiltonian

stabilityin the case where the submanifold is Lagrangian. There are minimal

Legendrian submanifolds unstable in the usual sense but 1- or 2-partial stable.

In Section 1, we will prepare the preliminaries.The index form for a minimal

anti invariant submanifold in a Sasakian manifold will be obtained in Section 2.

Using this,lower bounds of the index are given and /-partialstabilityis studied in

Section 3. Finally, in the last section, similar theorems are obtained for minimal

anti invariant submanifolds in Kahler manifolds.

The author would like to express his sincere gratitude to Professor N. Abe

for his helpful advice and to Professor S. Yamaguchi for Ms constant encour-

agement.

1. Preliminaries

Let P and M be Riemannian manifolds of dimensions m and m+ p, re-

spectively.The tangent bundles of P and M are denoted by TP and TM, re-

spectively.Let / : P ―>･M be an isometric immersion. Around each xe P, there

exist a neighborhood U czP such that the restrictionof / to C/is an embedding

onto f(U). Therefore, we may identify U with itsimage under /. We denote the

metric on M and the induced metric on P by the same letter g. Hence we may

consider the tangent space of P at x e P as subspace of the tangent space of M

at x, and write

TXM=TXPRTXPL,

where TXP^ is the orthogonal complement of TXP in TXM. From this decom-

position, we obtain a vector bundle TPL = [jxsP TxP1, called the normal bundle.

For a vector bundle E, T(E) denotes the set of smooth sections of E. Let

V and V be the Levi-Civita connections of M and P, respectively.The Gauss-

Weingarten formulae are given by

Vx Y = Vx Y + h(X, Y) and V^v = -AVX + V^v

for X, Y e T(TP) and v e T(TPL), where Vx is the normal connection, h is the
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second fundamental form and A is the shape operator.Let R and R be the

curvature tensor of V and V, respectively.The equation of Gauss is given by

g(R{X, Y)Z, W) = g(R{X, Y)Z, W) + g(h(X, W),h{ Y,Z)) - g(h(X, Z),h( Y, W))

for X, Y,Z,We TP. The mean curvaturevectorH is definedby H ―(1/m) Tr h.

A submanifold P is called minimal if H = 0 on P. For v eT{TPl), set

ANv =

R(v)

m

≪v-VeXv)

and

7=1

m
A(v) = Y.h(A^ei)

i=＼

where e＼,...,em is an orthonormal frame fieldon P and (-)1 denotes the normal

part of (･).The index form / associated to the second variation formula for a

minimal submanifold P given by

I(v, v') =
[
{flf(A*v,v') + g(R(v), v')- g(A(v), v')} dMp for v,v' e r(7i>±),

where dfiP is the volume element of P. See [7], for example.

For a vector field X (resp. 1-form co) on a Riemannian manifold, its

metrically equivalent 1-form (resp. vector field)is denoted by Xb (resp. co^).The

Laplacian operator acting on /c-forms is denoted by A*-.For a symmetric (0,2)-

tensor S, we define a (1, l)-tensor S* defined by g(S*(X), Y) = S{X, Y) for vector

fieldsX, Y.

Let M be a In + 1 dimensional manifold and <p,£,,rjbe a (1,1)-tensor field,a

vector field,1-form on M respectively such that

(p2{X) = -X + r}{X% p(f) = 0, ij(<p(X))=0 and ^(0 = 1

for any vector fieldX on M. Then M is said to have an almost contact structure

(<j?,£,//)and is called an almost contact manifold. If a Riemannian metric tensor

field g is given on an almost contact manifold M and satisfies

g(<p{X)MY))=g(X,Y)-ri(X)ri{Y) and r,{X) = g&X)

for any vector fields X and Y on M, then (9?,̂ ,w,g) is called an almost contact
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metric structure and M is called an almost contact metric manifold. If

drj(X, Y) = g(X,<p{Y)) for any vector fields X and Y on M, then an almost

contact metric structure is called a contact metric structure. If moreover the

structure is normal, that is, N + dr＼(x)£= 0, then a contact metric structure is

called Sasakian structure and M is called Sasakian manifold, where TV is the

Nijenhuis torsion for (p.If (M,(p,£,rj,g)is a Sasakian manifold, then we have

VxZ = -(p{X) and (VX(p)(Y) = g(X,Y)Z-ri(Y)X,

where V is the Levi-Civita connection for g. A Sasakian manifold of constant

9?-sectionalcurvature c is called a Sasakian space form. The curvature tensor R of

a Sasakian space form of constant G?-sectionalcurvature c is given by

c -

{g(Y,Z)X-g(X,Z)Y}

1

{r,{Y)rj(Z)X - ?/(l>(Z) Y + g(Y,Z)rj(X)^ - g{X,Z)rj{Y)£

g(h(X,Y),(p(Z))=g(h(X,Z),(p(Y))

4

-g(<p(Y),Z)<p(X)+g(q>(X),Z)q>{Y) + 2g(<p(X),Y)(p(Z)}.

Let L be an m-dimensional Riemannian submanifold orthogonal to £in M. Then

we have

TL _L q>{TL)

and

TM＼L = TLR (p{TL) RER span{^} (orthogonal direct sum),

where E is an invariant vector bundle over L with rank E = 2{n ―m) =:p. Let n

be the projection from TM＼L to E. We define a e r(Hom(TL(x) TL,E)) by

a(X, F) = tt(V^(F)) for X, F e r(TL).

The following equations hold:

(1.1) V^(F) = <p(VxY) + a(X, F) + g(X, Y)£,

(1.2) flf(A(jr,r),o = ff(^Jr,n = o

and

(1.3)

for X, Y:ZgT(TL).

Note that if m = n, the submanifold L is called Legendrian. Clearly if L is
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Legendrian, then we have a = 0. Here we give typical examples of minimal

Legendrian submanifold. The unit {In + l)-sphere S2n+1 with standard metric is a

Sasakian space form of constant ^-sectional curvature 1. The unit ≪-sphere Sn

can be embedded as a totallygeodesic Legendrian submanifold in S2n+l. Also, an

7?-dimensional flat torus Tn can be also embedded as a minimal Legendrian

submanifold in S2n+1 by the similar way to the case of n = 2 given in [1] and [2].

2. Index Forms

Let (M,ri,£,(p,g)be a (2≪+ 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold and L an

m-dimensional compact orientableminimal submanifold orthogonal to£in M. In

thissection,we give the index form associatedto the volume for the minimal

submanifold L. Set

AT
m

= ^(VV; -Ve,Ve,), Tra =
(=1

m
£

1=1

m

0L(ehei) and (Sa)(X) = £(Veja) (*,-,*)

where e＼,...,em is an orthonormal frame fieldon L. We define symmetric (0,2)-

tensors 6 and r on L by

fi(X, Y) =
m p
J29≪ehX),a(ehY)) and r(X, Y) = Y,g(R(vhX)vh Y)

where vi,...,vp is an orthonormal frame of E. In the case where p = 0, that is,L

is Legendrian, we set f = 0.

Lemma 2.1

(2.1)

(2.2)

The following equations hold:

AN(p£) = (Ap)£ + 2≫(grad p) + pm£ + oTra

AN((p(X)) = (pi^X'f - <p((RicL)*(X))- 2 div(XK

m
+ (p{X) + (Sa)(X) -2^2a(eh Ve,Z),

1=1

(2.3) g(R((p{X)),(p{Y))= -RicM(X, Y)+RicL(X, Y)

+ g{A{<p{X))MY))+P(X, Y)+g(X, Y) - r(X, Y)

(2.4) g(R(ip(X)),{)= 0,

(2.5) g(R(SU) = -m
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and

(2.6)
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A(Z)=O

where p e CK{L) is a smooth function and X,Ye T(TL).

Proof. Let e＼,...,em be an orthonormal frame field on L. Since A^ =

m£,+ Tr a, we have

A7V(K) = (Ap)£ + 2<p(gradp) + p&N£ = (Ap)Z + 2^(grad p) + pm£ + p Tr a.

From (1.1) and Vx£ = -<p(X), it follows that

m
AN<p(X)= 5>v,pW - VJ;Ve>(Z))

m

(p(ATX) - 2(div X)£,+ <p{X) + ((5a){X) - 2 J^ *(en %x)

;=1

(p{hxXbf - (p{{RicL)＼X) - 2(div X)£,

+ (p(X) + (Sa)(X) - 2 J2 *(eh Ve,X),

i=＼

where we used the Weitzenbock formula to get the last equality.

Next we consider the curvature part.From the invariance of R, we have

m m
g{R((p(X),v(Y)) = Y,9iAieuq>{X))eu <p(Y))= - ^giR^), X) 7,q>{e

/■=1

m
£

(=1

p

k=＼

m

+E

i=＼

g(R((P(ei＼X)YMei))-
m

£

1=1

g(R(e,,X)Y,ei)

))

g(R(vhX)Y,vi)-g(R{Z,X)Y,£)

g(R(eh X) Y, ef) + £ g(R(vh X) Y, V/)+ g(R{£,X) F, Q

k=＼

= -RicM(X, Y)+RicL(X, Y)+g(A((p{X)),<p(Y))

+ 0(X,Y)+g(X,Y)-r(X,Y)
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where vi,...,vp is orthonormal frame sectionof E. And the equations

m
g{R{<p{X)U) = Y,

and

g(R(eh(p(X))euZ)

flWO,O =
m

£

i=＼

m

g(R(ehZ)euZ)

hold. Finally, from (1.2),it follows that A(g) =0

We define& : T{TL) -> T(TL) by

―m

&{X) := (AjX^ + 2X - (ifo*| J8Cr) +^≫(X) - r≪(JT)

for XeT(TL)

Theorem

orthogonal to

and

471

Q.E.D.

2.2. Let L be a compact orientable minimal submanifold

£,in a Sasakian manifold M. Then the index form I is given by

Hp^p

I{p^<p(X))=＼

((Ap)pf) djuL

2#(grad p, X) d/uL 2/>(div X) dpiL

I((p(X),(p(Y))=
f
g(P(X),Y)dML

Jr.

where X,YeT(TL)

The index for a

manifold is obtained

Legendrian minimal surfacein a 5-dimensional Sasakian

in [41.

3. The Index and Partial Stability

Let {M,f],^(p,g) be a (2n + 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold and L an

ra-dimensional compact orientable minimal submanifold orthogonal to t,in M.

The firstBetti number of L is denoted by b＼{L). Set F :―(Rwm)＼l ―2g ―jl+ r.

The index of / is denoted by Index(L).
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Theorem 3.1. Let M be a Sasakian manifold and L a compact orientable

minimal submanifold orthogonal to £,.If F is positive definite,then

Index(L) >bx(L).

Proof. Take a nontrivial harmonic 1-form a. From Theorem 2.2 and

positive definiteness of F, we have

/(^o≪)^(a≫)) =
f
{-F{a*,afi)}dpL<0

L

which shows the requiredlower bound for the index of L Q.E.D

If L is a connected compact Riemann surface, then b＼(L) = 2g, where g is the

genus of L. Hence Theorem 4.1 is a generalization of Theorem 6.1 in [4].

Let Ei be the eigenspace of the z-theigenvalue ki(L) of Ao. We say that L is

i-partialstable if / is the minimum natural number satisfying

/(p(grad/), p(grad/)) > 0 for all / e REh

One can define the stability of this kind for an anti invariant minimal

submanifold in a Kahler manifold. In the final section, we consider a general-

ization of the theorem on the hamiltonian stabilityfor a Lagrangian submanifold

in an Einstein-Kahler manifold proved in [6].The unit tangent sphere bundle of I

is denoted by UL.

Theorem 3.2. Let M be a Sasakian manifold and L a compact orientabk

minimal submanifold orthogonal to £.

(i) If Xi(L) > maXyet/z. F(v, v), then L is i-partialstable.

(ii)If L is i-partialstable, then we have X,(L) >minveUL F(v,v).

Proof. Let // be an /-theigen function of Ao, and set Fmax := maxve ul F(v, v)

and Fm[n :― minveuL F(v,v). First, assume that / > / and A,-(L)> Fmax. For / =

E/>/// We have

7(c(grad/),0(grad/))

>

u

t

>0.

^2 A/(L)0(grad//, grad//) - F(grad/, grad/)

}

Vl

Y^ A/(L)sf(grad//,grad//) - Fmaxg(grad/, grad/)

}

djiL
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Hence L is /-partialstable.If L is /-partialstable, then we obtain

0 < /(^grad/-)^(grad/;-))

< {^(L)^(grad/-,grad/)-Fmin^(grad/;-,grad/;)}^L

< (A/(L) - Fmin) g(gradfiigradfi) dy.L.

JL

473

Q.E.D.

The following corollary can be proved immediately from Theorem 3.2.

Corollary 3.3. Assume that M is an n-Einstein manifold with Ricm =

ag + brjRn (a, be R) and L is Legendrian. Then L is i-partialstable if and only if

L(L) >a-2.

Minimal submanifolds in the unit sphere are unstable in the usual sense. But,

considering values of the firstand second eigenvalues of Ao for Sn, a totally

geodesic Legendrian submanifold S" in S2n+1 is 1-partial stable (resp. 2-partial

stable)if n = 1,2 (resp. n > 3).

Let X be a vector fieldon L. Then the 1-parameter group generated by X is

a variation of the identity map. It is well-known that the identity map of a

Riemannian manifold P is a harmonic map. We consider the relations between

the index for the minimal submanifold L and that for the identity map of L. The

Jacobi operator f[dp associated to the identity map idp is given by

fldp(X) = (AlXbf-2(RicP)＼X)

for X e T(P) ([8]).The index and nullity of id/> are denoted by Index(id/>) and

Null(idp), respectively.We give lower bounds for Index(L) in terms of index and

nullity of the identity man of L.

Lemma 3.4. Let M be a Sasakian manifold and L a compact minimal

submanifold orthogonal to £,.Then the equation

*(X) = Sutf)
~
F* W + 2(RicLf(X)

holds for X e T(L).

From Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.4,we obtain

Theorem 3.5. Let M be a Sasakian manifold and L a compact orientable

minimal submanifold orthoaonalto £.
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(i) If F ―2 RicL is positive semi-definite,we have

Index(L) > Indexed/,),

(ii)If F ―2 RicL is positive definite,we have

Index(L) > Index(idL) + Null(idL).

From Theorem 3.5, if i7 ―2 RicL is positive definite and L is a compact,

orientable,stable (Index(L) = 0), minimal submanifold orthogonal to £,then the

identity map is a local minimum of the energy functional. The space of Killing

vector fieldson L, which is denoted by i(L), are contained in Ker /-xAl.Therefore

if F ―2 RicL is positive definite,then Index(L) > dim i(L).

Next we consider the case where M is a Sasakian space form with constant g>-

sectional curvature c. Then we have

RicM{X, Y) =

RicL(X, Y) =

n(c + 3) + c- 1

(m-l)(c + 3)

4

and

KX, Y) =

2
g{x, Y)

g(X,Y)-fi(X,Y)-g(A≪x),A9lY))

(c ±1

4

)p
g{x, Y)

for I,7e TL.

From these equations,we obtain the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.6. For X.Y e TL

and

holds

F{X, Y) =
(m+ l)c + 3m- 5

2
g{X,Y)-fi{X,Y)

F(X, Y)-2 RicL(X, Y) = {c- l)g{X, Y) + 2g{Ag){x),A<p{Y))+fi(X,Y)

Proof. For X,Y e TL, we have

F(X, Y) =
n(c + 3) +c- 1

2
g(X, Y) - 2g(X, Y) - fi{X,Y) -

t±^^(X,
Y)

(m+.l)c + 3m- 5
2
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and

F(X,Y)-2RicL(X,Y) =
n(c + 3) + c

2

-1
g(X, Y)-2

+ 2g(A9{x),A9(Y))+2fi(XiY)

-2g(X,Y)-fi(X,Y)-

[m- l)(c + 3)

4

(c + 3)p
4

g{x, Y)
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g(x, Y)

= {c-＼)g{X, Y)+2g{A(p{x),A(p{Y))+P{X, Y)

By Theorems 3.1,3.5 and Lemma 3.6,we obtain

Corollary 3.7. Let M be a Sasakian space form of constant(p-sectional

curvaturec and L a compact orientableminimal submanifold orthogonal to£,.

(i)If (m + ＼)c+ 3m ―5 > 0 and fi= 0, we have

Index(L) >b＼{L)

(ii)If c > 1, we have

Index(L) > Index(id^).

(iii)If c > 1, we have

Index(L) > Index(idL)+ Null(idL).

Thus we have obtained two lower bounds for Index(L), namely, b＼(L) and

Index (id/,).These estimates are independent of each other as the following table

shows.

n Index(ids≫) bi(S") Index(idr-) b＼{Tn)

1 0 1 0 1

2 0 0 0 2

≪>3 n+＼ 0 0 n

4. Minimal Anti Invariant Submanifolds in KaHer Manifolds

In thissection,for compact orientable minimal antiinvariant submanifolds in

Kahler manifolds, we obtain similar results corresponding to Sasakian cases.

Since arguments for Kahlerian cases are similar to those for Sasakian cases, we
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omit proofs. Let (M,g,J) be a 2n-dimensional Kahler manifold with Heraiitian

metric g and complex structure /, and L an m-dimensional compact orientable

minimal anti invariant submanifold. Then we have

TM＼L = TLR J(TL) c E (orthogonal direct sum),

where E is an invariant vector bundle over L with rank E = 2(n ― m) ―:p. Let n

be the projection from TM＼L to E. For X, Y e T(TL), we define

a(X,Y)=iz(VU(Y)),

fi(X,Y) =
m

£

(=1

g(a(ehX),a(ehY))

and

r(IJ)=^#(v,,IKF),

k=＼

where e＼,...,em is an orthonormal frame fieldon L, v＼,...,vp is an orthonormal

frame of E and R is the curvature tensor of M. By the similar calculation in

Section 2, we obtain

Theorem 4.1. For the index form I for L, it holds

I(JX,JY) =
[
{g((AiP)＼ Y) - RicM(X, Y)+0{X, Y) - f(X, Y)} djnL

JL

where X, YeF(TL).

For the case where L is Lagrangian, see [3] and [6].We define

&(X) = (AiPf - (RicM＼r)Hx) + 6HX) - ?HX)

and obtain

#-(X) = fldL(X) + 2(RicL)＼X) - (RicM＼Lf(X)+^(X) - '*(*)

for X e T(TL). Set F := (RicM)＼L- ft+ f.

Theorem 4.2. Let M be a Kdhler manifold and L a compact orientable

minimal antiinvariantsubmanifold.If F is positivedefinite,we have

Index(L) >bx(L).
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Theorem 4.2 is a generalization of the inequality mentioned in [3] for a

minimal Lagrangian submanifold.

Since the anti invariance of the tangent bundle of L in M, we can define i-

partial stability.

Theorem 4.3. Let M be a Kdhler manifold and L a compact orientable

minimal antiinvariantsubmanifold.

(i) If /,-> maxyet/L F(v,v), then L is i-partialstable.

(ii)If L is i-partialstable,then we have At>minveUL F(v,v).

Corollary 4.4. Assume that M is an Einstein-Kdhler manifold with

Rwm = ag {a e R) and L is Lagrangian. Then L is i-partialstable if and only if

Xi(L) > a.

Especially, L is hamiltonian stable, that is, 1-partial stable if and only if

m(L) > a. Therefore Theorem 4.3 is a generalization of Theorem 4.4 in [61.

Theorem 4.5. Let M be a Kahler manifold and L a compact orientable

minimal antiinvariantsubmanifold in M.

(i)If F ―2 RicL is positivesemi-definite,we have

Index(L) > Index(idzj.

(ii)If F ―2 RicL is positivedefinite,we have

Index(L) > Index(idL)+ Null(idL).

Next we consider the case where M is a complex space form with constant

holomorphic sectionalcurvature c. Then the curvature tensor R of M satisfies

R(X,Y)Z=l- c{g(7, Z)X - g(X, Z)Y + g(JY, Z)JX

- g(JX, Z)JY + 2g(X, JY)JZ]

for X,Y,Ze TM. Then we have

M,n =^ g(X, Y) - g(AJX, AJY) - 6(X, Y) for X,Ye TL,

r(X, Y) ^g(X,Y) forX, YeTL
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KICM{X , I ) ―

Hence the following equations hold:

and

F(X, Y) =

g(Xf, Y') for X'',Y1 e TM.

c{m+ 1)

2

F(X, Y)-2 RicL(X, Y)

for X, Y e TL.

Corollary 4.6.

sectional curvature c

manifold.

g{X,Y)-fi{X,Y)

= cg{X, Y) + 2g(AJX,AJY) + fi(X, Y)

Let M be a complex space form of constantholomorphic

and L a compact orientableminimal anti invariantsub-

(i) If c > 0 and fi= 0, we have

Index(L) >bx(L)

(ii)If c > 0, we have

Index(L) > Index(idL) + Null(idL)
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